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vonDehnVision <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Fri, Oct 22, 2021 at 3:26 AM
To: healthsante <healthsante@ottawa.ca>

Hello Vera,

You have recently imposed mandatory vaccines to gain access to several public venues and recreational facilities in the
city of Ottawa in violation of My inherent rights protected by the Rule of Law, as well as the rights of Canada's Sovereign
People.

No medical procedure may be imposed upon an individual without fully informed consent of the risks associated with the
procedure - this includes vaccinations.  You, and other [fraudulent] health officials continually suggest that the vaccines
for Covid-19 are perfectly safe and effective in preventing the transmission of Covid.  There is no evidence to support this
claim.  This is Willfully false and misleading as these vaccines are using new, experimental mRNA technology never
before used, and have thus far caused more harm and deaths than all other vaccines combined since 1990.  Explain
to Me how they are perfectly safe in Your 'professional opinion'?

More and more data is being reported to the VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System) daily, and it is
estimated that the numbers are very low because most health professionals have not been instructed to report adverse
events to VAERS, and it is estimated that the information provided represents only 10% of all adverse events.

Please examine the very REAL and official SCIENTIFIC data currently reported to VAERS in response to the vaccine roll-
out.  

In order to LEGALLY or LAWFULLY mandate any medical procedure in the interest of public health, the mandated
procedure must be proportional to the risk.  The risk of dying from Covid is substantially less than the risk of dying or
experiencing very serious health risks associated with adverse events from the vaccines You are currently mandating
according to the scientific data currently available.  

Waterford county, Ireland, has a population of 53,500 as of 2016, has the highest percentage of vaccinated People in all
of Ireland (99.7%), and has also recently reported the highest number of Covid cases.  That seems like a very Good size
population as a sample case study of the efficacy of vaccines in preventing the spread of Covid-19 (Sars-CoV2).  It does
not appear as though the scientific data supports Your belief that vaccination Will stop the spread of Covid, and We have
already established that there are very serious health risks involved.

The 'Reopening Ontario Act' states that all emergency measures must be in compliance with the law.  All codes,
statutes and acts in Canada and the province of Ontario are to PROTECT the inherent rights of Canada's People.  To the
extent that any code, statute or act violates a Charter right or international treaty obligation, it is to the extent of the
violation, of no force or effect.  (Department of Justice of Canada, Charter Remedies 24(1), Provisions).

I believe You are in violation of Your oath as a medical health officer and am requesting proof of Your oath and personal
liability bond.  You Will be held personally liable in Your private capacity for crimes against humanity, criminal negligence
causing harm by Way of mandated vaccines that have thus far proven to be more harmful than the virus they were
designed to immunize against.  If You do not retract Your policies and educate Ottawa's People on the very real risks
associated with taking the vaccine, and assure the People of Ottawa that they have the right to choose what is right for
them without being intimidated or coerced by threats of being ostracized from society, I Will hold You personally liable for
Your criminal negligence and international crimes against humanity in violation of the Nuremberg Principles, Canada's
Charter, and Canada's legally binding treaty obligations (and in particular the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights).  There is no scientific data to suggest that healthy, unvaccinated People pose a risk to public health, and
therefore there is no legal or lawful excuse for Your criminal negligence.

I Will file a class action lawsuit against You and hold You personally liable for any harm done to any individual in Ottawa
harmed by the vaccine, and for Your threats of intimidation, alienating People from public venues or services and labeling
the unvaccinated as a 'health risk' when there is absolutely no scientific or statistical data to Show that healthy,
unvaccinated People pose a risk to public health.

https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/10/01/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-through-9-24-2021/
https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/csj-sjc/rfc-dlc/ccrf-ccdl/check/art241.html
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Treaties/1976/03/19760323%2006-17%20AM/Ch_IV_04.pdf
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You are a fraud unless this information was unknown to You previous to this email.  I am going to Give You the benefit of
the doubt and presume You only now discovered how dangerous these vaccines are, and that You did not Willfully intend
to mislead Ottawa's People by mandating a medical procedure that is both unnecessary and dangerous to public health.

I require a reply to this email within 48 hours, or I Will presume You do not contest any of these points and have
Willfully abdicated Your oath and are acting outside of Your official capacity with criminal intent (mens rae).  The
moment You impose threats upon an individual or use tactics of coercion (denied access to public services and facilities),
You no longer have 'informed consent' according to the Rule of Law.

This email and the contents contained herein are an affidavit of facts regarding this Matter.

You are hereby served.

King Sean,
House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
Kingdom of God,
On Her Majesty's Service


